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redicting human casualties 
resulting from volcanic eruptions; 
using games technology in 
lifesaving operations on the other 
side of the planet; and being able 

to control objects with the power of thought 
alone. these may sound like the plots of 
the latest Hollywood blockbusters, but the 
common theme is actually the research 
being undertaken in uK university computer 
science departments.

At the university of essex, home of the 
leading brain-computer interfaces (BCi) lab 
in the uK, technology that captures brain 
signals and translates them into electronic 
commands is now being tested outside 
laboratory conditions, in the real world. 

Dr palani ramaswamy from the 
university’s school of Computer science 
and electronic engineering made headlines 
recently by trialling BCi headgear on a 
woman with ‘locked-in syndrome’ who was 
paralysed following a stroke. By hooking 
her up to a computer using a cap with 
electrodes attached, researchers found the 
patient was able to make music by thought 
alone. ‘Helping people like her take some 
control over their lives has always been the 
motivation for [developing] this technology,’ 
says ramaswamy. 

‘it could actually be used for any other 
application: wheelchair control, even 
something as simple as turning a light off or 
on,’ adds ramaswamy, who has also been 
working with the european space Agency to 
establish whether astronauts might be able 
to use this technology on space missions. 

naturally, the cash-rich computer 
games industry is interested too, and 
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the microchip has brought amazing technology into our lives, but at the sharp end of uK 
computing even more exciting innovation is taking place. And, as Dave Hall finds out, the 
uK is a great place to study the subject whether you plan to go into research or business

lots of uK institutions are doing work in 
this area. At the university of sussex, for 
example, technology is being developed 
that assesses game players’ biometrics – 
such as heart rate, sweat levels and skin 
temperature – to improve users’ experience 
with consoles such as Xbox, playstation 
and nintendo. And encouragingly, it is two 
of sussex’s undergraduates, sebastian 
Long and emma Foley, who are doing 
the research with their supervisor, phD 
student pejman mirza-Babaei. it is soon 
to be published by the Digital Games 
research Association. ‘Our results show 
that biometrics-based techniques can help 
studios to find out more about how a game 
makes users feel and how they experience 
it,’ says Long. ‘in certain areas, biometric 
data and analysis can reveal up to 63 per 
cent more issues than observation alone.’

meanwhile, back at the university of 
essex, Dr Huosheng Hu has developed 
an incredibly lifelike robotic fish that has 
infrared sensors to enable it to detect its 
position and avoid collisions, a gyroscope to 
allow perfect balance and pressure gauges 
in its ‘swim bladder’ allowing it to control its 
depth – all controlled by four microchips. 
it’s a technology that may one day be used 
in man-made craft deployed for real-world 
applications, such as monitoring water 
pollution and sea port security surveillance. 
For his part, Hu simply hopes his fish will 
one day be a staple in the world’s fishtanks.

the science behind these applications is 
researched and taught at institutions across 
the country. the uK has always been at the 
sharp end of computing, and – nearly 200 
years after Charles Babbage had the idea iL
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for his ‘analytical engine’ in manchester in 
1821 – it shows no signs of powering down. 

As Faisal Waseem Qureshi, from 
Bahawalpur, explains, uK universities are 
held in high regard. ‘A requirement for my 
scholarship was securing admission to one 
of the world’s top universities, and many of 
them are in uK,’ he says. ‘so i focused on 
applying to uK institutions.’

most industries in the uK depend on 
computer technology far beyond the it 
helpdesk, whether that means artificial 
intelligence, 3D technology, multimedia 
or software engineering, to name a few – 
and the number and variety of university 
courses here reflect that. 

World-leading expertise
take the university of Birmingham, for 
example. One of the first academic 
departments in the world to undertake 
research and teaching in computer science, 
it specialises in fundamental and applied 
computer science, artificial intelligence, 
optimisation, computer security and 
robotics, among other subjects, and boasts 
eight members of its teaching staff in the 
top one per cent of computer scientists 
on the planet (based on citations in 
academic literature). 

At university College London (uCL), Dr 
Gabriel Brostow’s research focuses on the 
‘smart capture of visual data’ – this data is 
then used to create complex algorithms 
used in everything from special effects and 
video to artificial intelligence and zoology. 
‘i love this field because it allows us to 
apply our expertise to a variety of tough 
problems, including film and photo 
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When i was awarded a grant from 
Comsats institute of information 
technology in islamabad to study 
computer science overseas, 
i immediately chose the uK – because 
of the language, and because surrey is 
considered to be one of the best places 
to study computer science. it is also one 
of only two universities – the other being 
Glasgow – at which i could study my 
particular subject. 

Also, surrey is somewhat warmer 
than scotland, and apparently the safest 
county in Britain.

i have really enjoyed my work here at 
surrey. the staff are friendly, the facilities 
excellent and i like life on the Guildford 
campus. i got a distinction in my msc, 
which helped me secure my phD place. 
Also i travelled to rio and Brussels 
to present my papers, thanks to the 
Department of Computing. 

i love to play cricket, and i now 
play for Brook Cricket Club’s second 
team. it’s great to be able to play in an 
authentic english setting. 

Another hobby i’ve taken up since 
coming to the uK is photography. 
you can often find me with a camera 
around town, and i’m sort of the 
unofficial department photographer 
– for instance for publicity shots such 
as undergraduate graduations and 
department conferences.

the most challenging aspect of life 
when i first arrived was the short winter 
days. it felt like as soon as it got light 
it went dark again, but it’s something 
you get used to. i don’t have too many 
problems with the language, although it 
took a while for me to understand what 
people mean when they say they are 
going to ‘the loo’ [the toilet].

my advice? Any students from 
pakistan who are keen to come here 
should be sure of what they want to do, 
because it’s hard work, and takes a bit 
of getting used to. But for those who are 
determined, the experience is worth it.

nAme Ghulam Qadir
FrOm islamabad
COurse university of surrey,  
phD in Digital image Forensics

my eXperienCe 

special effects,’ says Brostow. ‘that includes 
computational photography, and action 
analysis – say, of people, animals and cells.’

such research tends to attract a lot 
of interest. Brostow’s work on tracking 
individuals in crowds on multiple monitors 
had security specialists keenly interested, 
while his work on blood-spatter trajectories 
– a profession immortalised in the us 
television series Dexter – can save forensic 
scientists hours of painstaking work. ‘motion 
reveals everything’ is Brostow’s motto.

Dr tim Weyrich – also at uCL – is 
equally accomplished in his field of virtual 
environments and computer graphics. 
His research, and the courses he teaches, 
attempt to make virtual reality more … well, 
realistic. so if you find yourself playing 
a particularly convincing console game, 
the chances are that the developers have 
used his software – which recreates the 
almost impossibly subtle changes of facial 
appearance caused by emotion, expression, 
temperature, shadow and changes in blood 
flow – to entertain you.

A popular destination
With university computer science 
departments making developments like 
these, it’s not surprising that more and more 
students are coming to the uK to study 
computer science each year. the number 
of students from pakistan is increasing too: 
there were 1,140 in 2010. in all 10,000 or 
so students from pakistan are expected 

to come to the uK to study in2012. ‘the 
application process for uK universities is 
very easy,’ says Qureshi, who is studying 
for an msc in information technology 
with Business and management at sussex 
university. ‘so is the tier visa process – 
applications are processed really swiftly.’

the teaching style, with its emphasis 
on critical analysis, seminars, and 
individual understanding of concepts is 
also attractive. ‘seminars here allow you 
to challenge what’s being taught,’ says 
uCL computer science student Daniyar 
turmukhambetov, from Kazakhstan. ‘in 
other places i have studied, you typically 
have 60 to 120 students in a lecture hall, 
and that makes it difficult to ask questions. 
Here the one-to-one teaching allows a 
deeper understanding of your subject.’

‘the standard of education here actually 
exceeds my expectations,’ adds Qureshi. 
‘the approach is totally different here. the 
pakistani system mostly assesses students 
on examinations, but in the uK it’s a mixture 
of assignments and exams.’

there’s also an emphasis on 
understanding rather than simply 
remembering, adds Ghulam Qadir from 
islamabad, now a phD student at surrey’s 
school of Computer science. ‘the learning 
curve is steep, because communication is 
so quick and efficient. As soon as you raise 
a question about your studies, someone is 
on hand to answer, which means you make 
progress quickly.’

Add to this a generous helping of top-
notch equipment, and you have an attractive 
proposition for students. ‘the facilities at 
surrey are second to none,’ says Qadir, ‘all 
the way from the accommodation to the 
equipment in the labs. nowadays, i even 
have my own office in the computer science 
department. i have access to it 24 hours a 
day, seven days a week.’

Qureshi is similarly impressed. ‘the 
facilities i have access to – the study 
environment, the labs and the library – are 
all surprisingly good,’ he says.

it’s not just students who benefit: the uK 
sees education as a vital way of securing 
valuable foreign partnerships – today’s 
students are tomorrow’s business and 
political leaders, and that’s particularly true 
of pakistan. High population growth in the 
past few decades has ensured that a huge 
number of young people are now entering 
the labour market, and the country’s 
growing service sector, encouraged by the 
Government’s use of tax holidays, accounts 
for about 53 per cent of GDp.  

Flexible approach
international businesses seek out and 
recruit uK-trained technology graduates, 
and while you’re studying in the uK you’re 
likely to be able to do placements at 
computing giants such as intel, Hp, iBm or 
siemens, where you can learn the ropes 
from experts in the field, as well as, perhaps, 
leaving a mark with your own talents. 

some courses bring in industry experts to 
teach on their academic staff, while others 
are honed with the help of employers in the 
field. Colleagues of Brostow and Weyrich 
at uCL’s pioneering medical imaging 
department are doing groundbreaking work 
that is saving lives outside its four walls, 
with the royal society, the uK Department 
of Health, Cancer research uK and other 
industry partners, including several 
pharmaceuticals giants, all on board. 

students can even develop and market 
their own ideas while at college – like 
Foley and Long at sussex – which looks 
great on their CVs. ‘undergraduate 
research prepares students like emma 
and sebastian for postgraduate study and 
employment,’ says their tutor, Dr Graham 
mcAllister. ‘Long-term projects like theirs 
stimulate problem-solving skills, and their 
undergraduate research has also given 
emma and sebastian the opportunity to 
build relationships within the faculty.’ their 
research has been taken up by video-game 
studio Vertical slice. 

so by the time you graduate, you’ll have 
so much more than a bank of knowledge. 
Commercial awareness, critical thinking 
skills and experience of working in a team 
are just some of the factors that can give 
uK-educated graduates an edge. 

And their skills are in big demand in 
pakistan’s it industry, the fastest-growing 
sector of the economy. After rapid growth 
in the past three years, it is now worth 
nearly $3 billion – largely due to foreign 
firms setting up operations there. this has 
been helped by the Government’s policy 
of encouraging foreign investment: tax 
holidays, low-rent it parks and fibre-optic 
connectivity are among the incentives for 
international firms, and major players from 

the us, Canada and europe have all been 
lured to the country. 

Job prospects for uK-educated computer 
science graduates are comparatively rosy. 
About two-thirds of the class of 2010 were 
in employment six months after graduation 
– 40 per cent as it professionals. typical 
first positions are as varied as the courses 
taken, ranging from programmers and web 
developers to technology roles in non-it 
sectors, such as the public sector, finance 
and banking, or games development. 

Do the math
Ask uCL’s Weyrich what qualifications you 
will need to enrol on a course and he’ll 
give you a simple answer. ‘maths. At one 
time, this wasn’t a strict requirement, but at 
some level you do need some aptitude for 
mathematical thought,’ he says. realistically, 
a good knowledge of computers and 
systems is usually the bare minimum. 
more often than not, you’ll have an A-level 
or equivalent in maths or a science 
subject. the uK’s higher education system 
usually requires eight high-school level 
qualifications, known as GCses, and three 
A-levels or their equivalent. Check these 
against your own country’s qualifications by 
contacting uK naric (www .naric.org.uk). 

it will all be worth it, when you secure 
that place – few courses offer the potential 
that computer science does to shape the 
future. in fact, the only limits to studying 
here are those you impose on yourself. 

‘if studying here is your first experience 
by yourself, be brave and try different 
things,’ says Xin Bao, who is studying for a 
phD at the university of manchester. ‘And 
don’t be lazy! the chance to study in the 
uK is precious – many people may dream of 
it but never get the chance to do it.’  ■

Fictional blood spatter 
analyst Dexter at work in 

the us television series 
Opposite: the new nintendo 

Wii u game console
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unDerGrADuAte COmputer sCienCe COurses in tHe uK 
tenD tO Be HAnDs-On rAtHer tHAn riGiDLy ACADemiC


